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As a little boy, my best friend Rob and I would often go to the movies together. We 

would go to the Uptown Theater which was just a couple of blocks away and where with 

50 cents we could see a double feature and still have some money to buy popcorn and 

some “Juicyfruits”. Our favorite movies were Cavalry and Indian movies. Almost in every 

movie, there came a moment when the Cavalry was getting the snot beaten out of 

them. There would be a million Indians lined up and ready to begin their final attack. 

The couple of hundred soldiers were discouraged and the General would give this 

impassionate speech. He would pull out his sword and draw a line in the sand. Then he 

would ask the soldiers whether they were with him or not. If they were, they were asked 

to cross the line and stand with him. By that time, we are going crazy – yelling to the 

soldiers to cross the line. And in dramatic fashion, slowly soldiers would cross the line. 

The whole theater is cheering and the tide of the battle turns in favor of the Cavalry. 

This image of a “line in the sand” could serve as an appropriate image to explain what is 

happening in all three readings in our liturgy today. We could also refer to them as 

“Joshua Moments”.  

Joshua, appointed by Moses, has just led the people of Israel into the Promised Land. It 

had been a long journey and the people often rebelled against God and even had 

chosen to worship false gods. Joshua had gathered together all the tribes of Israel and 

addressed them concerning their failure to be faithful to the covenant they had often 

broken. “If it does not please you to serve the Lord, decide today whom you will serve. 

Will you honor the Covenant? “As for me and my household, we will serve the Lord”. 

Joshua drew a line in the sand and asked his people, would they cross the line and 

stand with the Lord. 

Saint Paul was speaking to a community where it appears there were some serious 

domestic issues regarding the relationship of married couples. Paul draws a line and 

reminds the couples that they should be subordinate to each other out of reverence for 

Christ. He challenges husbands and wives to love each other, “even as Christ loved 

the church”. He is really asking them to be faithful, always forgiving, and living with 

unconditional love – just as Jesus is always faithful, forgiving and giving unconditional 

love to his people. He is challenging couples to cross the line and live marriage not as a 

contract but rather as a covenant of mutual love. 

The Gospel turns out to be another Joshua moment. Jesus had caused a great deal of 

confusion and doubt among many of his followers when he talked about “eating his 

flesh and drinking his blood”. He also had alienated some when he talked about coming 

down from heaven. After all, he was the son of Joseph and Mary. Many began to leave 

him and Jesus asks his apostles: “Do you also want to leave?” Another line is drawn in 

the sand, another Joshua moment is presented. The Apostles choose to cross the line 

and stand with Jesus: “Master, to whom should we go? You have the words of eternal 

life”. 



As a follower of Jesus, we must be willing to decide. Deciding does not mean that we 

believe that our decisions will necessarily be effective. There is no magic in deciding. 

God is the only one whose decisions always have an effect. It is God alone who can 

say, “let there be light,” and there is light. We do not have that kind of decision-making 

power. We cannot say, “I decide I will never contact cancer. I decide that that person 

will love me forever. I decide that my children will never become addicted to drugs.” 

There are many things in life over which we do not have control. Saying that we decide 

to accomplish them does not make it so.  

Christian deciding, then is not believing that we can control our lives. Christian deciding 

is choosing to believe. To believe that God is real and active in our lives and in our 

world and to choose to be open to that action and cooperate with it. A Christian who has 

cancer has the freedom to choose to live life rather than enduring life as a victim. A 

Christian who is rejected in love can choose to move on to a new relationship in which 

love is possible. Christians whose children become addicted to drugs have the freedom 

to choose still to be parents and still be supportive, even if they are disappointed.  

In every circumstance we have freedom to choose, the freedom to believe that God is 

real and present. We can choose to remain open to his presence. In every circumstance 

we have the freedom to live with love, with justice, with hope and with integrity. Although 

we cannot always control what we must face in life, we can choose how we will live life. 

The ups and downs of life are not in control. We are. We can carry away from this 

Eucharistic celebration our decision to cross the line and choose to live in mercy and 

justice. May we have the faith of Peter who could say: “Where can we go, you have the 

words of eternal life?” And may we have the conviction of Joshua who could say: “As for 

me, I will serve the Lord”. Jesus asks us to cross the line, how will we respond? 

 

 

Closing Story     8-26-2018 

 

There was a Priest who was trying to be inventive who had a No Excuse Sunday.  

So he said, “A COT will be placed in the aisle for those who say “Sunday is my only 

day to sleep.” And he said, “We will put EYE DROPS out for those who have tired 

eyes from watching TV too late on Saturday night.”  We will have STEEL HELMETS 

for those who say, “The roof would cave in if I came to church.”  “BLANKETS will 

be furnished for those who think the church is too cold and we will have FANS for 

those who think it’s too hot.” The most creative excuse was, “The altar will be 

decorated with both Christmas POINSETTIAS and EASTER LILIES for those who 

have never seen the church without them.  


